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This bilingual book allows young readers to enter Celia Cruz&#39;s life as she becomes a

well-known singer in her homeland of Cuba, then moves to New York City and Miami where she

and others create a new type of music called salsa. School Library Journal has named My Name is

Celia â€œ[a]n exuberant picture-book biography . . . a brilliant introduction to a significant woman

and her music.â€•
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My Name is Celia: The Life of Celia Cruz is written by Monica Brown and illustrated by Rafael

Lopez. The book is the recipient of a Pura Belpre' Illustrator Honor Award for outstanding work that

portrays, affirms and celebrates the Latino cultural experience in an outstanding work of literature

for children and youth.The exciting and inspirational life of beloved Cuban-born salsa queen, Celia

Cruz, is celebrated in the bilingual book My Name is Celia Me Llamo Celia: The Life of Celia

Cruz.Celia was born in Havana to a large family where their lives were intertwined and music was

an important part of everyday life. Celia's papa wanted her to become a teacher but music filled her

soul with happiness. She was encouraged by a teacher to "go out into the world and sing...." Celia

experienced prejudice and fled her beloved country Cuba when the revolution began. From Cuba,

Celia traveled the world sharing her love of music with the world.Rafael Lopez' illustrations are



vibrant, fluid combinations of color that beg to be studied. The scenes fill the page and stir emotions

as you read the story and live it through his drawings.Armchair Interviews says: My Name is Celia:

The Life of Celia Cruz is a beautiful and educational addition to any child's library. We highly

recommend it.

The debut title in Rising Moon's "Luna Rising" series of bilingual Latino storybook-biography series

for young readers, My Name Is Celia: The Life Of Celia Cruz/Me llamo Celia: La vida de Celia Cruz

is written by Monica Brown and colorfully illustrated by Rafael Lopez honoring Cuban-born salsa

queen Celia Cruz. Tracing her life from her early childhood in Havana to her musical achievement

and worldwide fame, My Name Is Celia tells her story in rhythmic verse, and the artwork practically

leaps off the page from sheer enthusiasm. A bright and energetic picturebook that is just plain fun to

read aloud.

I bought this and a few other Luna Rising books for my students in Spanish one and two. The fact

that they are bilingual makes them less intimidating. The illustrations are wonderful and they get a

sort of mini biography of "la reina de mÃºsica" Celia Cruz. This is the first bilingual book that I've

read in which I was thoroughly captivated by both the written story and the illustrations. I love this

book. I use this and other picture books to facilitate reading and language comprehension while at

the same breaking away from the text book.For native speakers it is not particularly difficult, as it is

a children's book, but for non native learners the language used is a bit challenging at times. Which

is where the bilingual part comes in really handy. It also helps for the intermediate learners, when

illustrating that translation is not always 100 % word for word. Overall this book is great just to read

in English or Spanish and as a teaching tool if you are up to the challenge. It is absolutely

entertaining and educational all at once. It is a great addition to any home or classroom library.

Celia Cruz is brought to life for young children in this colorful book. Like the tropics from which she

came, the book is full of vibrant illustrations. The story is put into simple terms for young readers or

a teacher or parent to read. Since the illustrations are so vibrant and bold children will be enthralled

by the unique features of the art work. Each biographical page is bilingual for reading in Spanish or

English or both. The book describes her early family life in Cuba, her departure after the revolution,

her musical group Sonora Mantacera, meeting her musician husband,her associations with other

salsa greats like Tito Puente and Willie Colon, her relocation to Miami and the various honors and

recognitions she achieved. This is a great little book for primary and middle school libraries as well



as community libraries. Students whoose first language is Spanish can benefit from the bilingual

book through middle school years. This is a fun book.

Perfect for children to know about important people in the Hispanic culture. And it's bi-lingual! Some

of the translations are off but it is cute and it is as close as possible to the real translations.I actually

bought this for my mother who is a HUGE Celia Cruz fan and she loved it. I can't wait for her to read

it to her grandchildren.

Beautiful book, but I was hoping for a little bit more of a story line with a plot. It felt more like random

facts and information put on a page. But the artwork is fabulous, and it's a literary introduction to

Celia Cruz for my little children, so I still like it a lot.

The bilingual My Name is Celia would be worth buying just for the illustrations by Rafael Lopez. As a

teacher who works with Spanish-speaking students, the book provides information on Cuban culture

as well as on Celia, a popular Latin artist. Having two languages allows Spanish-speaking students

to learn English and in turn, allows English-speaking students to build their Spanish vocabulary.

This book was popular with my students, and I would recommend it for any classroom, but

particularly those with an enrollment that icnludes Spanish-speaking students.

My daughter loves all of these books by Monica Brown. Celia might be her favorite. She really gets

into the life of the singer, the different places she lived, and her colorful experiences on stage. Great

book!
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